
Black & Brown Coffee House is a Black & Latino-owned coffee 
roaster that serves up pure, single-origin Colombian coffee. The 
roastery operates with the goal of providing coffee that not only 
tastes good, but feels good too, by working directly with farmers 
and producers to create naturally-sweet blends that are full of 
antioxidants - all without sugar, milk, or chemical additives. Our 

coffee is best served the way it comes from the earth.

 Drink it black, we dare you.

Karel Leon and Javier LLano founded Black & Brown Coffee House 
after noticing a lack of coffee options that prioritize health, 
sustainability, and fair treatment of Black and Brown coffee 
farmers who work daily to produce delicious blends. After years of 
development, Black & Brown Coffee House is delivering fresh and 

organically-produced Colombian coffee to your doorstep.

 



Cost Competitive Value.

Black & Brown Coffee House blends are produced with health at the forefront through our intentional 
harvesting and roasting practices.

Each day, our team of farmers in Colombia inspect each coffee cherry tree for the ripest fruits, 
indicated by their deep red color. The beans in these cherries are packed with fully-developed 
antioxidants. Many commodity coffee roasters automate their harvesting process, allowing every 
fruit (whether fully ripe, or not) to make its way into your coffee. We make sure only the ripest 
coffee is harvested, full of antioxidants to reap their highest potential health benefits.

After the coffee cherries are washed, our farmers lay them out to be dried by the heat and energy 
of the sun. During this process, the sugars from the coffee cherry envelop the coffee bean with 
natural sweetness and intensify the flavor. Because of its natural sweetness, our coffee is best 
served black without sugar, cream, or chemical additives

Each coffee bean is slowly roasted to perfection, ensuring rich and bold flavors of pure Colombian 
coffee. Many commodity brands will over-roast their coffee beans to pull out flavors, causing the 
roast to heat too quickly and diminishing the health benefits. We roast our beans slowly, retaining 
antioxidants that become more potent after roasting.

In comparison to popular coffee products such as Keurig cups and Nespresso, Black & Brown Coffee House 
blends are more cost effective than single-serve pods. In fact, the amount of coffee used in each single serving 
costs the equivalent of $0.3 per gram - or $13.60 per pound. In comparison, single-origin wholesale coffee from 
Black & Brown Coffee House is a much better value. To be precise, our Single Origin coffees are gram-per-gram 
ten percent (10%) cheaper than K-cups coffee, and up to fifty percent (50%) cheaper than supplying your business 
with Nespresso pods.
 
Black & Brown Coffee House blends are health and sustainability-forward, socially conscious, and competitively 
priced. Our coffee is made with love by passionate farmers in the mountainside of Medellin, Colombia. From the 
ground up, we salute the countless Black and Brown workers that bring you your everyday cup of coffee. We 
invite you to drink our healthier coffee the way it comes from the earth: Black! 

For more information and to view our selection of delicious blends, visit 

www.blackbrowncoffeehouse.com

Our Social Impact
Did you know that today's coffee monopolies pay farmers less than $0.01 per cup of coffee? That means that 
many coffee farmers are making the same wages today as they did in 1976 for their hard work. From the ground 
up, we salute the farmers, freight handlers, roasters and countless others who bring you your morning coffee. We 
insist on fair-trade rates and wages, and avoid middle-man markups that dilute value for Black and Brown 
workers.

We believe in creating an environment where all people can thrive. Sip confidently knowing that 5% of our sales 
are donated to organizations that uplift underserved communities in the Washington Metropolitan region.
 

Our shipping partners are carbon neutral, our coffee box suppliers use 100% compostable and 
recyclable materials, and our tee shirt developers use only eco-friendly dyes and dye machines, 
which use 7x less water than the average manufacturer.

It’s a standard practice for many coffee companies to ship what's called green coffee, which are 
raw, unroasted coffee beans. However, shipping raw coffee beans causes shipments to be heavier, 
using more energy in transport and creating more greenhouse gas emissions in the process. 
Because we roast at the source in Colombia, our coffee shipments are much lighter, which helps 
us slash emissions by up to 17%.

In transport, Black & Brown Coffee House ships our products directly by plane in three days, as 
opposed to the standard of a 41-day cargo ship. This helps us to create 5x less pollution in 
shipments.

Sustainability
Black & Brown Coffee House blends are made with love, and that includes loving our planet too.
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